

THE IRRADESCENT  BLUE BODY MEDITATION

The complete Spiritual body that was lost at birth as a result of the mutations placed in our system eons ago.

That spiritual body may now be retrieved and permanently placed into the body. This is possible for the first time because of the work our Cosmic Dolphin families have completed as they have realigned the electric circuitry system of all light and sound to braid into streams of turquoise and aqua blue light and to become activated by breaths of consciousness of the sounds of our new creation. This spectacular light and sound is streaming down form our family in Aquafaria.


1.	Activate the Light Body by first creating a crystal light sphere in the Heart Chakra area and placing a mini-me of yourself inside the sphere. 
2.	Next let that mini-me grow into the size of your full body.
3.	While lying flat on your back in bed place a magnetic shield under your body
4.	Send your Light body down through a chamber or tube (riding on top of the shield) down through the Earth’s crust
5.	Now exhale to send the Light body on down to Earth’s Core
6.	Push down through the shield at Earth’s Core into the LIQUID LIGHT  area
7.	Ride the shield of the Crystal Light  Body down through the Aqua shield and into the liquid light energy field-the atmosphere feels like water, but it doesn’t make you wet-you can float on it swim in it, breath it 
8.	Next- Pull the miniature light body down through the bottom of the liquid light shield and into the Etheric Realm of Earth’s Core.
9.	Focus attention in and around the miniature Body as it is positioned with the Ethers within the Nada Crystal there is a translucent irradescent, pastel silver violet frequency chamber. The metalic glitter and sparkle and flicker to define the sphere around the Light Body. 
10.	Take one step down through this shield and enter a mirror laying flat right at the center of the earth
11.	This mirror separates the physical side of earth from spiritual side of earth.
12.	The Shield opens and Merges with Spiritual Shield when Spiritual frequencies come into Light Body and Physical body.

The 14th dimensional  sparkly metallic irradescent pastel Shield is being pulled into the miniature light Body. Inhale three times to bring frequencies from irradescent shield fully into light Body. Imagine laying your light body flat on the Mirror, become a mirror image of the Spiritual Body, soak it up, become one with it. Feel sensation in physical body of a sparkling light entering right under skins surface when the IRRADESCENT frequencies come.

Inhale the Golden Crystal Body into the Light Body Shield (This shield is like a merkaba vehicle, it is simply a form of moving forms of light energy form one place to another).

Feel the sensation while passing through the mirror membrane of Mother Earth's CRYSTAL HEART.
There will be a sensation of passing through a liquid metallic mirror into a different frequency pattern of  less density.  In the crystal heart of the Light Body there is a sparkling metallic pastel like glitter of sparks growing into a flame in the center of the crystal heart. 

This crystal heart is remembering its ONENESS with the Crystal Heart of Mother Earth. These two hearts- the heart of Mother Earth and the Heart of the Crystal Light Body flame and merge into one new flame of ONENESS. We become ONE with all that Mother Earth Contains in her Crystal Heart.

This glittering metallic rainbow colored IRRADESCENT Shield that has Merged the HEARTS INTO ONENESS replaces the the other Light Body Frequency that existed before the merging into oneness with the Heart of Mother Earth. 

Once this  irradescense of Mother Earth's Breaths of Consciousness merges and ignites with the Sparks of Source in the Crystal Heart, the Sphere of the Crystal Heart grows into Oneness and alignment that allows the Spiritual Body to totally and correctly align into the Physical Body to create a balance of the physical and the spiritual. 

Now, slide the new crystal light body down into the Silica Chamber deep inside the Mother Earth's Core.

This is where the original body was created as a Silica Based body before being transformed into Carbon Based matter. Reunite with this Silica Base Energy of Etheric Substance.

Now the physical, spiritual, golden crystal dust irradescent and Silica Based bodies have merged into ONENESS.

Now, we can raise this newly formed Irradescent body up into the original Physical Body and continue to remove all that is left from this third dimensional density consciousness from it.


Next, see a silver cord of life running from the heart of the IRRADESCENT Body into the Heart of Spirit body.

As the 3D density consciousness is pulled out of the body-the spirit body rises fully into the Body.

Next the Liquid Light Frequencies will be sent from our Sirius Etheric Realms and Aquafarian Etheric Realms to cleanse the IRRADESCENT Body.

Feel a cool sensation of Spirit Body entering in

Now see a pearly white frequency streaming down into the crystal heart. See the pearls of wisdom from all that has been created in this 3D density melt into Divine Wisdom of all that was ever created by Divine Minds. Allow the wisdom from the pearl in your crystal heart to also contain the wisdom of all others on this 3D realm to be melted into the Sparks of Source and melted to be reformed by the pearly white frequency that streams liquid light energy to lift all from the crystal heart to be rekindled into a higher frequency of liquid light frequencies of Galactic and Cosmic Consciousness.

There is a gold and silver light swirling down from the galactic and cosmic realms. This crystal river of liquid light streams clockwise and counter clockwise moving around the IRRADESCENT Body.

A shower of pale green liquid light from our original Aquarius realm along with a turquoise light from our Sirian Dolphonoid family  streams down through the chamber from above and goes all the way down through the IRRADESCENT Body, Light  Body and Spirit Body and on down into Earth’s core. The body and mind are cleared of all of the worlds old movies.

The Physical Matirx responds and returns Blue Turquoise Rain upwards through the bodies and up into the sky. Mother Earth has stored this Turquoise Essence Deep inside her for millions of years. This is the essence of the Dolphonoids, the Aquafarian memory of all that we once were. This Aquafarian Essence has remained perfect for over 18 million years.

You are now being reborn from the Eighth Dimensional Mintaka of gold and silver light with streams of Aqualene pale Green running down the chamber and turquoise blue running up into the god and silver moving clockwise and counterclockwise.

The LIQUID LIGHT CLEANSING continues over and over

The cleansing can be placed on automatic pilot to continue all night long as you sleep

In this healing state we reach the zero point. This is the state where our physical manifest and spiritual body have become one.

Before there was one Merkaba spinning faster than the other—the spirit was spinning faster than the physical manifest.

Now, the two merkabas spin equally-at zero Point.

When the top and bottom of the Merkabas spin at an accelerated speed but at the same speed always in opposite direction at this point there will be no differential field between them. There will tilt between them. The new angular rotation of particle spin can merge into Oneness.


To get the Spark of Souce- the Illuma Un spark. 
Inhale from tail bone collect metallic sparks back into tail bone feel warm sensation.

Inhale from CRYSTAL HEART a light from tail bone comes up to CRYSTAL HEART and then sparks ignite all cells to spin into crystal cells as the elementals breathe their creative activity to reform the white light body from the inside out. The little entities of light are reforming the body as the spark of source ignites and streams out through the crystal heart, down to the tail bone area, down into and beyond the bottom of the feet and then back up through the legs as the realignment and transformation is completed. The spark simultaneously ignites all of the cells to be reformed into their crystalline structure between the crystal heart, the thymus, up through the neck and into the brain area, and on up into the co-creative realm, about 36 inches above the head.

Transcendence into Etheric Substance. This is the truth that sets us free. Eternal life is made of etheric substance process of ascension is transforming the body into etheric substance - creating the light body.




